Analyst position at Mangrove Capital Partners- The Israeli branch-Full-time Employee
Mangrove Capital Partners is seeking an Analyst to join its Tel Aviv team. An analyst would be
expected to contribute directly to the Tel-Aviv team, and become a part of the Mangrove mission
and culture. The analyst will work throughout the whole VC process, from sourcing new deals
and pitches to working with existing portfolio companies and assisting them. Our team in Isreal,
Roy Saar, and Itay G Asulin, work shoulder to shoulder on the firm’s investments all across the
board, from deal flow to working closely with the portfolio companies.
We are looking for:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Passion for entrepreneurship and startups
Curious and restless to find and learn more- A self-learner
A fan of crunching data and producing insights
Strong critical and strategic thinking skills
Has the ability to compile pitches and presentation materials
Self-management skills
Manage multiple tasks in a fast-paced working environment
Ability to Conduct deep-dive analyses with actionable recommendations
A Team player and a soul player
A solid sense of humor
High proficiency in English and Hebrew

Qualifications:
•
•
•
•

Strong Excel and PPT skills
BS/BA in Software Engineering or Computer Science – advantage
Ex-entrepreneur- advantage
Skilled in data analysis and visualization (Tableau/PowerBI/SQL)- advantage

About Mangrove:
Mangrove Capital Partners is a contrarian, bold but patient investment firm helping innovative
entrepreneurs start and grow global, disruptive companies. Based in Luxembourg with teams
across Europe, we back a wide range of ventures across information technology with an
emphasis on mobile, health, e-commerce, consumer and voice technology.
Our operation
We recognize that being an entrepreneur is a lonely experience and that the single most
important thing is having supportive shareholders as you go through the ups and downs of the
entrepreneurial journey.
We have had the privilege of being involved as early investors in five Unicorns: Skype, Wix,
Walkme, K-health and T-bol. More than ever, our portfolio reflects the belief that great
entrepreneurs and great investors can change the world. Some of our current rising stars include:
Happify, Adverity, Redpoints, Lightico and others.
Next steps:

If this sounds like a job for you, please send an email to jobs.israel@mangrove.vc with the
following elements:
•

CV, including social media links: LinkedIn, Twitter (optional), Blog (optional)

•

What is currently your favorite fast-growing tech company in the world? and what are the
two reasons that make you so excited about it? (1 paragraph for each max)

•

Suggest one tech company that you think is interesting for Mangrove to invest in. Please
give 1-2 reasons (1 paragraph for each max)

•

Tell us which technology trend or sector excites you and why

We are looking forward to hearing from you! We will reach out if we see a strong potential
match.

